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 Title and starting point  All together now

 Inspiration  The concept and nature of community, what it means to be part of a 
diverse community and the lessons we can learn from our communities.

 About the starting  The starting point for the festival will be ‘Community’ in all its various 
 point  guises. This encompasses looking at the idea of what it means to be part 

of a diverse community and what lessons we can learn from being part of 
different communities.

 Why do I find the I think the idea of community is so important right now in the world.  
 starting point exciting?   You cannot fail to read or hear the news on any given day and see 

communities in conflict through ideological differences. Certainly where 
I live (in the United States) and coming originally from (the United 
Kingdom) – these divisions have become considerably and more starkly 
drawn in the wake of Trump and Brexit. I think that the idea of community 
has been redrawn slightly and the positive side of this situation is that I 
feel people are finding, connecting with and becoming actively involved 
in communities in a way we haven’t seen for decades. These communities 
come in all shapes and sizes – family, friends, neighborhoods being 
the obvious ones. However, I feel people are also defining themselves 
and finding solace within other types of community based on gender, 
sexuality, race, religion etc. Then there is the prevalence of online 
communities and the way in which (both positive and negative) they have 
impacted on the lives of young people in particular.

   Finally, like never before, we are all part of a global community and for 
me this is one of the most important lessons for a young person to 
understand. In an era where ‘locality first’ is heard more and more, the 
importance of young people having a global awareness seems to me to 
be vital. For these young people, school itself is a defining community and 
the sub communities within it – grade, house groups etc in which they will 
be working throughout the festival.

 
   This school is also an IB school where the students are studying the 

Middle Years Programme. In all subjects, teachers plan units of study 
based on a variety of given concepts and contexts. One of these key 
concepts is the idea of community. I like that beyond our week together, 
the students will go on for the next five years, encountering different 
ideas about community through the lens of different disciplines.

   It also intrigues me to consider questions about community at a school 
in Hong Kong. I wonder what the relationship is (if any?) between the 
school and the local community in Sha Tin? What relationship do the 
international families have to the local community? Do the students from 
the school come from a variety of different communities across Hong 
Kong or just one or two? What is their understanding of the communities 
around the province that are different to their own and where are their 
similarities? I think these are all really intriguing questions.
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 Written inspiration Some quotes which resonated with me

   ‘Communities are not built of friends, or of groups with similar styles and 
tastes, or even of people who like and understand each other. They are 
built of people who feel they are part of something that is bigger than 
themselves: a shared goal or enterprise, like righting a wrong, or building a 
road, or raising children, or living honorably, or worshipping a god. To build 
community requires only the ability to see value in others, to look at them 
and see a potential partner in one’s enterprise.’  
A City Year, Suzanne Goldsmith

   To be a community, must members like each other? Do communities 
always serve a purpose? Are those who do not contribute to this purpose 
still considered members of the community? Goldsmith’s words introduce 
the idea that being a member of a community comes with responsibilities 
- members are ‘partners’ in a common ‘enterprise’.

   ‘The greatness of a community is most accurately measured by the 
compassionate actions of its members.’ Coretta Scott King

   The idea of compassion should be, I believe, at the forefront of the student’s 
learning. At a time when communities are in opposition, how important is it 
to remember King’s words not just in relation to those within a community to 
which we belong but also in that community’s attitudes toward others.

 
   ‘I think tolerance and acceptance and love is something that feeds every 

community.’ Lady Gaga

   Again, this works both ways – a community thrives both from within with 
these qualities and also by being shown them by others.

   ‘I know from personal experience that engaging with your community 
and helping others helps foster a sense of shared sacrifice and – at a time 
when our politics seem more focused on tearing us apart than bringing us 
together – that shared sacrifice will help us rekindle the national unity that 
has made us the strongest nation in the world.’ Tammy Duckworth

   Duckworth’s words remind us of the importance of being an active 
member of the communities to which you belong.
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 Visual inspiration 
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 Useful articles Articles about the psychology of community building: 
  >  www.senseofcommunityresearch.org/research/updates/identifying-

concepts-that-build-a-sense-of-community 

  What does community mean:
  >  https://ssir.org/articles/entry/what_is_community_anyway#

 Thoughts on our  Our journey through the week will be towards creating an immersive
 journey as artists  tapestry of installation performances inspired by the communities that 

shape this group of young people. Each space will be transformed into 
a representation of the aspect of community you choose and the young 
people will respond to the space in order to create their moments of theatre.

   Here are a few thoughts and questions that I had regarding our approach 
to site responsive theatre that might get you thinking:

  Site responsive theatre invokes:
  > history
  > architecture
  > possibilities within the spirit of the place.

  We will be asking:
  > What story needs to be told?
  > How will we tell it?

  We need to consider how the space we create can be used:
  > physically, contextually, narratively

   Big questions that I will be considering as I shape the whole sharing are: 
how can the audience have a voice in the experience, how do we build a 
contract with them and who are we asking them to be in this experience? 
Additionally, how do we extend the audience (and participant) experience 
beyond the sharing?

 
  Some inspirations to create our community installations

   >  Swoon’s work made me think about how we might use newspaper and 
create visual representations of things: https://swoonstudio.org/ 

  >  This installation by Quintessenz made me consider how colour and 
shape alone can create a very resonant world: www.thisiscolossal.
com/2018/07/colorful-installations-by-quintessenz/ 

http://www.senseofcommunityresearch.org/research/updates/identifying-concepts-that-build-a-sense-of-community
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/what_is_community_anyway#
https://swoonstudio.org/
www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/07/colorful-installations-by-quintessenz/
www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/07/colorful-installations-by-quintessenz/
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   Here are some potential ideas from Lou Clark, our designer, to get you 
thinking about how to connect the theme to the creation of an installation 
space.

  1.  There could be a focus on cyber communities/connections around the 
world via technology. We have requested a large number of ropes/
ribbons to play with ideas around being constantly connected to each 
other, the interconnected-ness of all of society, moving through grids etc.

  2.  We could focus the audience’s attention on something small - perhaps 
covering the floor with small, white cardboard buildings which we 
can light? Something that can be tip-toed around? Create pathways 
through? In terms of the theme, we could work with the idea of the 
places we go to be with our community, the buildings which allow us to 
come together. If we were smart the building could all come together 
as part of the performance to create one big building - like a jenga.

  3.   Dining and eating together is a great illustration of communities 
coming together. I like the idea of plates designed by students, maybe 
the audience sit at tables. We can play with scale making giant cutlery, 
chop sticks, tea pots.

  4.  Stories passed down through generations are an  everlasting way of 
sharing our culture and family history. It reminds of the most precious 
of stories - the bedtime story. I have requested from the school that 
they try to source bedding, blankets, pillows and PJs from the students. 
I am not sure how much of this we will get but it is an idea we could 
play with - maybe the audience all get under blankets/duvets and listen 
to stories - it could be quite magical.

  5.  Circles and spheres, thinking in a more abstract way, are the shapes 
which say community to me. Circles that can be linked, like chains or 
venn diagrams showing how many different communities we all belong 
to. Spheres represent the planet and the solar system and also the 
DNA strands/cells which make up who we are

Or of course the focus could be a singular item, 
like Tracey Emin’s infamous ‘My Bed’.

 Another thing we could consider is how light 
could be used to create an installation.
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Resource
FOCUS

> Service learning and community interaction.

AIM

>    To introduce students to the concept of 
community and service learning, exploring 
and developing possibilities for service 
learning work in theatre.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

>  To develop an understanding of community 
and the communities we belong to.

>  To develop an understanding of service 
learning.

>  To create service learning projects.
>  To prepare for service learning.
>  To reflect on service learning.
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Exploring community

The first series of activities are designed to engage students with the 
concept of community and encourage them to reflect on the communities 
they belong to.

What is community? 

Students work in small groups. Give each group a different quote from 
the inspiration pack and ask them to create a movement sequence to 
demonstrate the meanings of the quote. The quote must be the only 
words spoken before, during or after the sequence.

Students watch each other’s work and reflect on and discuss each of the 
quotes.
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The community in action

Whole group and/or small groups. This can be 
delivered as one game exploring each of the 
following or as a series of exercises.
Community - create a symbolic representation 
of community using your body and chairs.

Community values - decide on three values 
that you think should be at the heart of any 
community.

Show these as still images using your body and 
adding vocal captions.

Community under threat – create a short scene 
using only 2 lines of dialogue showing what can 
threaten a community.

Community celebration – create a stylised 
procession showing the celebration of different 
communities and the community spirit. Each 
community can be a ‘moving float’ that is part 
of the parade.

Community in conflict – using only sound 
and voices, create a soundscape to depict a 
community in conflict.

Community building – students are given the 
task to create a new game or adapt an existing 
one that they think builds community. They 
run the activity/game for the rest of the group. 
Reflect on each of the above and discuss the 
different elements and aspects of community.

Me and my communities

Students work individually. They list the various 
communities they belong to (see information 
in the inspiration pack). This can be family, 
school, communities of shared interests, online 
communities, ethnicity, sexuality etc. On a sheet 
of paper they draw a series of different sized 
circles for each community they belong to and 
cut these out. They can colour or decorate them. 
The size of the circle should correspond to the 
significance the community has for them.

They arrange the cut out circles on a blank piece 
of paper in different configurations showing the 
different relationships between the different 
communities, taking note of which ones are 
distinctly unconnected to any other community 
and which ones overlap.
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They work with a partner or in a small group. 
They share their community configurations 
with their partners, explaining their own role 
within the particular communities and how they 
connect to each other. The communities, of 
course, are by definition all connected through 
the student who belongs to all of them.

Each person chooses 3 of their communities 
to explore further. They position 3 chairs in 
different parts of space. Each chair represents 
the centre of each of the communities they’ve 
selected. They position themselves physically 
in relation to each chair, showing through 
their body how they feel and act in each of 
the different communities they have selected. 
Ask them to experiment with moving between 
communities, showing what happens as they 
move from one to other.

Discuss the idea of communities and the impact 
they have on how we feel and act. Ask them to 
consider how we move between communities 
and how easy or difficult this is.

Image prompts

Use the images in the inspiration pack as 
prompts or starting points, giving them to 
different small groups and asking them to create 
short scenes or short pieces of theatre based 
on the image and its portrayal of community. 
Alternatively ask them to recreate the image in 
some way with whatever materials they have 
and to then bring this image to life.

Discuss the different aspects of community and 
the different communities shown by the images.
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Service learning
Service learning comes about through a 
partnership between the school and a service 
learning provider. The service learning provider 
might be a charity, a community group, a 
centre or a particular type of organisation. The 
emphasis is on a partnership which is mutually 
beneficial so that there is not an imbalance of 
power. It is not about doing ‘good works’ but 
about doing something useful and worthwhile 
which at the same time provides a learning 
opportunity for the students.

It is a good idea, before working with a partner, 
to consider this and to think explicitly about the 
partnership as an exchange of understandings, 
skills, resources etc.
  
Give students all information you have about 
any organisation they will be working with and 
also about the people the organisation works 
with. Students can do further research into the 
organisation themselves as well as explore any 
particular areas or community issues that the 
organisation deals with or focuses on.

If the organisation works on any particular 
areas (e.g. the homeless) use drama activities 
to explore and research the area. This will give 
the students some sort of confidence and 
understanding of the work of the organisation.
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What’s in it for us?

Write the service learning provider’s name and 
mission on a large sheet of paper. Establish who 
the learning provider works with and what sort 
of organisation it is.  As well as the students and 
the school community, identify who else will be 
the main beneficiaries of this project.

Divide the paper into 4 parts columns. Title 
them:
a) School benefits...
b) Service learning provider benefits...
c) Student benefits...
d) Participant from service learning provider 

benefits...

Students complete each of these areas. Once 
these have been completed students create an 
action plan outlining what action needs to be 
taken for these benefits to be realised.

This forms the basis of a project plan for the 
service learning project.

Types of service learning theatre projects

Theatre is a collaborative form that relies on 
ensemble, connection and collaboration. It is a 
great way to exchange ideas, share perspectives 
and develop skills together. As such it is a great 
tool for bringing people together and provides 
many opportunities for service learning.

>  Playing together
  These are serving learning projects where 

students, alongside participants from 
the service learning provider, take part in 
ensemble and community building games 
and exercises with the ultimate aim of making 
new friends and connecting with new people.

>  Sharing together
  This is where experiences are shared, finding 

common ground and common experiences. 
This also includes giving insights into each 
other’s lives and situations.
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>  Learning together
  This may be in the form of shared classes, a 

shared workshop or where one group leads a 
workshop for the other. Students might take 
on the role of workshop leader planning and 
delivering drama workshops for participants. 
This is also a good opportunity for any sort of 
skills sharing or skills exchange.

 
>  Creating together
  These are service learning projects where 

students create something alongside 
participants from the service learning 
provider. This might be a new piece of 
theatre or the staging of a play text or the 
organisation of an event. Alternatively it may 
be that the participants from the learning 
provider provide inspiration, share stories 
and experiences which then form the basis 
for the students to create a piece of theatre. 
This could, for example, be a verbatim piece 
of theatre based on real life stories and 
interviews, created by the students and 
performed back to the service learning 
participants as well as to a wider audience.

> Empowerment workshops
  These are workshops where students work 

alongside the service learning provider to 
develop activities and experiences using, for 
example, Boal style activities, to problem 
solve, explore pertinent issues and empower 
participants.

> Changing worlds
  This develops students as community 

activists, equipping them to make changes, 
however small, to their communities. They 
might work alongside a service learning 
provider or they may feel, after working with 
a particular group of participants, that they 
want to bring about some sort of change. 
This may be in the form of awareness training, 
addressing social injustices or developing a 
campaign to lobby and advocate for change. 
They might wish, for example, to create a 
piece of theatre informing audiences about 
a particular issue or run drama workshops 
looking at how change can be brought about.
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Preparation and skills building

To prepare students for any theatre/drama based service learning 
consider running sessions that develop students’:
>  self-confidence and leadership skills
>  communication skills: deep listening, body language, communicating 

without words
>  making work accessible: strategies and considerations for working with 

people who have particular requirements or additional needs
>  workshop leader skills
>  repertoire of community/ensemble building games and activities
>  skills for the creation of original issue based theatre
>  skills for working with different age groups
>  use of drama as a tool to raise awareness.
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Reflecting on service learning

Service learning only comes about with deep reflection, the analysis 
of our experiences and the identification of how our experiences have 
changed who we were, who we are and our ideas of who we will be. It 
asks us to consider our responsibilities and the impact of our actions on 
others and on the communities we engage with.

Keeping some sort of record of the service learning experience is 
important so that we can look back on it retrospectively. It’s often 
impossible to draw out the learning while we are still in the heart of 
the experience. Recording experiences can be electronic, through 
photographs, through journaling, through audio recordings, through 
drawings, through video etc.

Service learning records can then be used by the students as a starting 
point for reflection.
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Highlights and challenges
Students work in small groups. Each person takes 
turns being the director. They appoint one person 
from the group to play them in a scene. They then 
direct the participants in two short scenes, with 
one of the group playing them. Once scene shows 
a highlight of the service learning experience and 
the other shows a challenge. Each scene cannot 
have more than 6 lines of dialogue.

All these scenes are shared and discussed. As 
students discuss each other’s scenes, record 
the different types of learning that comes from 
both the things we enjoy and the things that 
challenge us.

Transformations
Students work in small groups. In their groups 
give them 15 seconds to use their bodies to 
make still images of each of the following:
a) A piece of paper
b) A brick
c) A seed

This is followed by:
a) A boat
b) A house
c) A tree

Students now, use movement to show:
a) A piece of paper turning into a paper boat
b) A brick into a house
c) A seed into a tree

Ask them to now consider how the service 
learning experience might have changed them - 
even in a very small way - on the assumption that 
all our experiences leave some sort of mark on us.

Ask the students, individually or in groups to 
show an image of themselves before the learning 
service experience and an image of themselves 
after the experience. They then link the two 
showing how the transformation happened.

Reflect on transformation and the different ways 
experiences transform us. Discuss the concept 
of service learning and its transformative power; 
transforming both the individuals and the 
communities that engage with it.
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